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Lighting of Chalice 
 

We light this chalice to the mystery within us 
reaching out to the mystery beyond us.  (Jacob Trapp, adapted) 

 
Story for All Ages      “Coyote and the Kingfisher”  (read by Joan Cotta) 
 

One time there was no food at Coyote’s lodge, so he decided he should visit his 
brother Kingfisher. 

“Kingfisher, what have you got to eat,” asked Coyote. “I am very hungry.”   
Kingfisher did not like Coyote’s rude way of talking, saying, “What have you got to 

eat?”, but he sent for his son and told his son to get three willow sticks. 
Boy Kingfisher went out, got the sticks, and came back. Kingfisher heated them over 

the fire until they were strong.  Then he took them out, twisted them up, and tied them to 
his belt. 

He flew up onto the top of his lodge and from there he flew to the river and down 
through a hole in the ice.  When he came up, there was a fish hanging on each willow 
stick. 

Coyote ate until his belly was round, but he also saved some fish for his wife and his 
children at home. 

“You must come over to see me tomorrow,” said Coyote. 
“I don’t think I will come over,” said Kingfisher. 
“Oh, but you must come over.  We will have a nice meal; you will like it.  You come 

over tomorrow.” 
Kingfisher didn’t want to go, but said he would. 
The next day when Kingfisher came over, Coyote told his son to go get three willow 

sticks.  When Boy Coyote came back, Coyote stuck the sticks in the fire until they were 
hard.  Then he bent them up and stuck them on his belt.  Then Coyote crawled up to the 
top of his lodge. 

“What are doing up there?” asked his wife. 
“Why, you know I’ve done this before.  I am getting food for our brother, 

Kingfisher.” 
With that Coyote leaped off the top of the lodge down to the river, but he missed the 

hole in the ice, broke his neck, and was killed. 
Kingfisher had been watching all the time.  He walked over to where Coyote lay and 

took the three sticks from Coyote’s belt and jumped into the hole in the ice.  Soon he 
came up with many fish.  Then he stepped over Coyote four times and Coyote came back 
to life. 

Said Kingfisher to Coyote, “This is my way, not your way.  I do not imitate others 
like you do.” 

Coyote took the fish up to his lodge and showed them to his wife and children. 



“Look at these big fish.  I caught them the way Kingfisher did.  Kingfisher is afraid 
of my power; he told me not to do this again because he knows my medicine is strong.” 

Coyote’s wife cooked the fish. (Adapted from Trickster Makes the World, pp. 41-42) 
 
Reading 
 
Through the writings of Carl Jung, Joseph Campbell, and others, Hallowe’en – All 
Hallows’ Eve – which will be celebrated this coming Saturday, October 31st, has held 
great significance for me.  
 
Over my 40+ years as a minister, I have approached Hallowe’en as a major “religious” 
festival, with the Hallowe’en service, like a magnet, pulling together for me a wide 
variety of thoughts, feelings, and motifs: not only the delight and sparkle of children in 
costume and the play of masks and magicians, but themes of the shadow, the demonic 
and destructive; the hidden, unknown, and unconscious; themes of reversal and inversion; 
of contradiction, polarity, and paradox; of balance and complementarity.  
 
For this morning’s service, in anticipation of Hallowe’en, I’m going to look at the role of 
the Trickster in our lives, both at the personal and cultural levels … and, near the end of 
my sermon, I will explore the notion of our current political situation as a Trickster tale 
and our president as a Trickster figure, embodying many of the traits of the Trickster … 
as one who stirs the pot, surfaces what has been previously hidden, and, with his antics 
and need for attention, keeps all eyes focused on him. 
 
As I was reflecting on this, a couple of days ago I recalled an opinion piece from a little 
over four years ago that I had saved – it was June 6, 2016 – that is, an opinion piece 
written after Donald Trump had become the Republican standard-bearer but before his 
election.  
 
It’s an article written by Dr. Depak Chopra titled “America’s Shadow: The Real Secret of 
Donald J. Trump” … and it provides a perspective on the appeal of Donald Trump that 
seems, now, four years later, as prophetic. This piece is a bit lengthy and will take me 
about 7-8 minutes to read, but I think you’ll find it to be worth your attention and 
concentration. 
 

“America's Shadow: The Real Secret of Donald J. Trump” 
June 6, 2016, by Deepak Chopra, MD 

 
There's a powerful way to explain the rise of Donald Trump that most commentators 
have missed entirely or undervalued. The standard line describes Trump as a bizarre 
anomaly. Beginning as an improbable celebrity candidate, he has defied all the 
conventional rules of politics, which should have been fatal. Instead, Trump has swept all 
before him on the Republican side. Possessing a "genius" for grabbing the limelight, he 
continues to dominate the scene in ways no previous politician ever has in modern times-
-so the conventional view goes. 
 



Donald Trump jabbed Newt Gingrich after the former House Speaker criticized the 
presumptive GOP nominee for attacking the federal judge overseeing the Trump 
University lawsuit, saying his critique was "inappropriate." Trump said he'd heard 
Gingrich's comments about him and "was surprised at Newt. I thought it was 
inappropriate what he said." Gingrich, who has drawn scrutiny as a potential vice 
president pick, joined a chorus of top Republicans rebuking Trump for repeatedly 
accusing U.S. District Judge Gonzalo Curiel, overseeing a lawsuit involving Trump 
University, of bias because of his Mexican heritage. 
 
But in reality Trump isn't bizarre or anomalous. He stands for something universal, 
something right before our eyes. It's an aspect of the human psyche that we feel 
embarrassed and ashamed of, which makes it our collective secret. Going back a century 
in the field of depth psychology, the secret side of human nature acquired a special name: 
the shadow. 
 
The shadow compounds all the dark impulses – hatred, aggression, sadism, selfishness, 
jealousy, resentment, sexual transgression – that are hidden out of sight. The name 
originated with Carl Jung, but its basic origin came from Freud's insight that our psyches 
are dualistic, sharply divided between the conscious and unconscious. The rise of 
civilization is a tribute to how well we obey our conscious mind and suppress our 
unconscious side. But what hides in the shadows will out. 
 
When it does, societies that look well-ordered and rational, fair and just, cultured and 
refined, suddenly erupt in horrible displays of everything they are not about: violence, 
prejudice, chaos, and ungovernable irrationality. In fact, the tragic irony is that the worst 
eruptions of the shadow occur in societies that on the surface have the least to worry 
about. This explains why all of Europe, at the height of settled, civilized behavior, threw 
itself into the inferno of World War I. 
 
If Trump is the latest expression of the shadow, he isn't a bizarre anomaly, which would 
be true if normal, rational values are your only standard of measure. Turn the coin over, 
making the unconscious your standard of measure, and he is absolutely typical. When the 
shadow breaks out, what's wrong is right. Being transgressive feels like a relief, because 
suddenly the collective psyche can gambol in forbidden fields. When Trump indulges in 
rampant bad behavior and at the same time says to his riotous audiences, "This is fun, 
isn't it?" he's expressing in public our ashamed impulse to stop obeying the rules. 
 
But the fun of World War I, which almost gleefully sent young men off to fight, quickly 
turned to horror, and the shadow closed an insidious trap. Once released, it is very hard to 
force the shadow back into its underground bunker. The Republican party has kept the 
shadow on a slow simmer for decades, ever since Nixon discovered how to make hay 
from Southern racism, law-and-order aggression against minorities, and us-versus-them 
attitudes to the Vietnam anti-war movement. In order to make themselves feel 
unashamed, the good people on the right found figureheads after Nixon who exuded 
respectability. The irony is that as with civilized societies that seem the least likely to 
allow the shadow to run free, the more benign a Reagan or Bush acted, the stronger the 



shadow became behind the facade. 
 
Trump has stripped away the facade, intoxicated by the "fun" of letting his demons run 
and discovering to his surprise (much as Nixon did) that millions of people roared with 
approval. Yet by comparison, Nixon retained relative control over the forces he 
unleashed, while Trump may be riding a tiger – that part of the story has yet to play itself 
out. 
 
If the shadow refuses to go back underground, which is always the case, what outcomes 
can we anticipate over the next six months? The present situation finds us trapped 
between denial and disaster. Denial is when you ignore the shadow; disaster is when you 
totally surrender to it. Without being at either extreme, right now many Americans feel 
the unsettling symptom of being out of control. Trump glorifies being out of control, and 
until this outbreak runs its course – which no one can predict – he will remain immune to 
all the normal constraints. 
 
What to do in the meantime? A few things come to mind. 
 
 1. See Trumpism for what it is, a confrontation with the shadow. 
 2. Instead of demonizing him, acknowledge that the shadow is in everyone and 
always has been. 
 3. At the same time, realize that the shadow never wins in the end.  
 4. Find every opening to reinforce the value of returning to right and reason in your 
own life. 
 5. Don't fight the shadow with the shadow, which means not stooping to play by 
Trump's nihilistic rules – he will always be willing to go lower than you are willing to go. 
  
America has been fortunate in our ability to let off steam and recognize that we have 
demons. In the Great Depression, bank robbers became folk heroes, but nobody 
suggested electing Bonnie and Clyde president. The rational constraints that allow for 
human evolution have been successful for millennia, as the higher brain became 
dominant over the lower brain. That dominance still holds good, no matter how close we 
flirt with the primitive areas of the mind. Trump represents something authentic in human 
nature, and in troubled times he's the bad boy who becomes a folk hero. No one can 
predict if his Wrong=Right stance will carry him to the White House. The contest with 
our own shadow isn't over yet.  
 

Sermon: “THE TRICKSTER’S ROLE IN OUR LIVES” 
 
Introduction: cultural space required for disrupted figures  
 
In his book, Trickster Makes the World, author Lewis Hyde argues that “…cultures 
require that there be space for figures whose function is to uncover and disrupt the very 
things that cultures are based on.”   
  
The Mardi Gras festival in New Orleans at the beginning of the Lenten season would be 



an example of such a space; and, more universally, the upcoming Hallowe’en festival is a 
time in our culture in which space is provided for all kinds of wild, disreputable, and 
disrupting figures. 
 
These figures make their appearance at this transitional time of the year when we are 
moving from light to darkness, and when, as has been said, “the veil between the worlds 
is thinnest.” 
 
At this time of the year, it’s as if there’s a seam in the fabric of the world … and through 
this loosened fabric the most unholy, uncouth, uncultured, unsavory characters that you 
can imagine slip into our world: ghouls and ghosts and goblins and gremlins and witches 
and monsters and demons and wild, crazy, imaginary figures and sinister creatures of all 
kinds. 
 
At Hallowe’en, they slide through the cracks of our cultured life, emerge in our streets, 
and knock, knock, knock upon the doors of our houses. And, if we have any sense at all, 
we greet and welcome them … for if we are pleased to recognize them, then they will be 
pleased to show us who they are without injury or harm – treat or get tricked. 
 
These figures play a kind of “trickster role” in our world, tricksters being those creatures 
who, typically, embody the inferior sides of both individual and societal life, representing 
that which is not cultured or cultivated; or, representing potentials that are as yet 
undeveloped or neglected. 
 
Why space is required for tricksters 
 
You see, the psychological reason why spaces are needed in cultures for such trickster 
festivals and figures is because culture is a particular form and structure carved out of 
undifferentiated potential and requiring effort, discipline, and training. Trickster figures 
reveal the form that a culture is holding to by demonstrating what life would be like if 
you didn’t have that particular cultural form and discipline.  
 
As such, there’s often a lot of humor involved, as we recognize and laugh at what it 
would be like if we just let ourselves go and didn’t have the cultural disciplines, 
structures, and restraints that we have.   
 
Also, these Trickster figures are typically full of energy. Where does this energy come 
from? It is the energy from other potential cultural forms that has not been utilized or 
developed. 
 
Types of Trickster figures 
 
These Tricksters appear variously in cultures in animal, human, and divine forms; and, 
however they appear and wherever they appear, they are the taboo-breakers, the pot-
stirrers, the delight-makers, the energy-bringers, the gate-crashers, and the change-agents. 
 



The Trickster in animal form 
 
Let’s start with the Trickster in animal form. Many of you will be familiar with some of 
the trickster tales of B’rer Rabbit, who made his way over to this continent from West 
Africa … a figure who is always in trouble, but always managing to slide out of trouble 
… always duping and outsmarting others, but mostly duping and outsmarting himself – 
the joke always seems to land on him. 
 
But already on this continent before B’rer Rabbit, there were Native American trickster 
figures, the Coyote being one of the favorites.  
 
Interesting fellow, the coyote … very adaptable … more so than wolf or fox. Coyotes 
have been able to adjust from pack life to a more solitary existence so that they have been 
able to slither right up next to human culture and mix with it, as they have here in our 
area along the north coast of the Olympic Peninsula.  
  
Coyote & Kingfisher: a Native American trickster tale 
 
There are a number of Coyote trickster tales, a variety of ways in which Coyote gets in 
troubled, such as the tale that Joan read earlier of Coyote and Kingfisher. 
 
This is a tale in which Coyote doesn’t really know who he is. Other animals seem so 
knowledgeable, confident, and secure in their way of doing things; but Coyote, ingenious, 
clever, and quick-witted as he is, has no stable point of view or standard way of doing 
things … and so Coyote tries to imitate other creatures, like the Kingfisher, which, of 
course, gets him in trouble. 
 
Thus, Coyote represents that insecure part of us that wants to be knowledgeable and 
respectable … so that we pretend we know more about something than we really do, push 
forward, over-estimate our powers, fall flat, and die a thousand deaths … but, instead of 
admitting our insecurity and learning a little about ourselves, we brush ourselves off, brag 
about our exploits, cover up our tracks; and, of course, prepare ourselves for the same 
unfortunate adventures over and over again. 
 
Coyote and his out-of-control appetite 
 
Another of the characteristics of the Trickster as represented by Coyote in stories and 
literature is his out-of-control appetite. For example: 
  

 One day Old Buffalo Bull gave Coyote a magic cow by which he could forever 
feed himself … if he would just heed Buffalo Bull’s advice on how to use this 
marvelous food source. Said Buffalo Bull to Coyote:  
 “Never kill this cow, Coyote. When you are hungry, cut off a little of her fat 
with your flint knife. Rub ashes on the wound, and the cut will heal. This way, you 
will have meat forever.” 
 Coyote promised that this is what he would do. So he took the young buffalo 



cow with him back over the mountains where he lived. And whenever he was 
hungry, Coyote would cut away just a little fat with his stone knife and then heal the 
wound with ashes, just as Buffalo Bull had said. 
 But after a while Coyote grew tired of the fat. He wanted to taste the bone 
marrow and some fresh liver. Now, by this time Coyote had crossed over the 
mountains and over the plains and was in his own country. 
 “What Buffalo Bull said is only good over in his country,” Coyote said to 
himself.  “I am chief here. Buffalo Bull’s words mean nothing. And besides, he will 
never know.” 
 Coyote took young buffalo cow down to the edge of the creek. “You look a little 
sore-footed,” he told her. “Stay here and rest and feed for a while.” 
 While young buffalo cow was feeding, Coyote suddenly killed her. But when he 
pulled off her hide, crows and magpies came. When Coyote tried to chase them off, 
more came. Then even more, until they had eaten all the meat…. 

      (Adapted from Trickster Makes the World, p. 28) 
 

Ever do that in your own life: destroy the very thing that sustained your life and brought 
value to it because of some appetite, some lack of self-control, some inability to be 
content with what you have and to stay within the lines?  
 
Trickster has a hard time enjoying the perfectly fine life that he has; he’s always pushing 
the limits, always greedy, always hungry for more. 

 
Thus, Coyote trickster tales, examples of the Trickster in animal form, playfully uncover 
the little games we humans play.  
 
The Trickster in human form 
 
The Trickster archetype in human form is represented by the clown, the court jester, the 
fool, the comic, the prankster, the goof-off, and so forth.  
 
I’ll provide a real-life and all-too-present example of a Trickster in human form later on 
and move now to the Trickster archetype in divine form …  
 
The Trickster as a deity 
 
… for the Trickster also takes the form of a deity: Hermes in Greek religion, Mercury in 
Roman religion, Shiva or Kali in Hinduism, and Satan in the Jewish, Christian, and 
Muslim religions.  
 
Satan is the dark deity, the dark side of God, the part split off from the light God; but 
nevertheless, if you have ears to hear, somehow still part of God.  
  
Satan the Trickster 
 
And we find Satan as a Trickster figure, for example, in the Book of Job of the Hebrew 
Bible.  



 
Now, this is Satan before he became the Devil – that is, the arch-enemy of God and the 
embodiment of absolute evil and unmitigated maliciousness, such as you find in later 
Jewish and Christian mythology. 
 
In the Book of Job, however, darkness is still connected with light in God … so that 
Satan is named as one of the “Sons of God,” part of Yahweh’s or Jehovah’s court … 
Satan is kind of like a court jester, or a court fool, or the King’s inquisitor. 
 
(And my thought here is that if you don’t allow space for the trickster dimension of life, 
then the Trickster turns into the Devil, losing all playful and humorous qualities.) 
 
But, Satan, in the Book of Job, is a Trickster, the agent for exploding the status quo and 
getting things moving, catalyzing larger life. 
 
Job, you see, had a perfect life, the kind of life we all dream of and envy: “a gentleman 
from sole to crown,” like Richard Cory in Edwin Arlington Robinson’s poem by that 
title.  
 
Job is the model citizen: upright, moral, fine family, well-thought of, well-connected, 
and, of course, rich, too.  He had it all, everything was going perfectly … too perfectly … 
things were too one-sided. 
 
And Yahweh (Jehovah), the king of this fiefdom, had his perfect servant. In Job, Yahweh 
had finally achieved perfection: a human without blame; you couldn’t get at Job. And 
you can tell in the tale that Yahweh was proud of his faithful servant Job – too proud. 
 
Into this arena of mutual affection and admiration steps the Trickster, this wanderer, this 
tester, this feisty fellow, Satan by name.   

 
 “So, Satan, what have you been up to lately?” asks Yahweh, the proprietor of 
the palace grounds.    
 “Oh, you know,” answers Satan, “walking to and fro on the earth. Just keeping 
my eyes open.” 
 “Well, then,” says Yahweh, “you must certainly have noticed my servant Job – 
honest, impeccable in character, blameless in every way. In him, I have achieved my 
desired perfection.” 
 “Ah, yes,” replies Satan, “I have noticed your perfect servant Job. And no 
disrespect, because I admire Job like you and everyone else, but Job does not serve 
you for nothing, now does he?” 
 “Why, Satan, whatever do you mean?” 
 “I mean,” says Satan, “let us put your faithful servant to a bit of a test. I propose 
a trial … by ordeal.” 
 “Ah,” says Yahweh,” so you don’t think I’m right about Job, huh? Well, okay, 
you’re on.” (Freely adapted from the Book of Job, chapters 1 & 2) 

 



And so Satan, with Yahweh’s acquiescence, tears Job’s perfect world apart piece by 
piece until the fine fabric of loyalty and perfection that Job was wearing rips right down 
the middle and Job curses the very day he was born, crying out, “Let the day perish 
wherein I was born, and the night which said, ‘A man-child is conceived.’” (Job 3:3) 
 
The revelation in the story of Job 
 
But before this play has run its course, a revelation has taken place … so that in the end 
Job has more vitality and roundedness; he sees more and he feels more and he appreciates 
more. He is less perfect, but he is more whole. 
 
And so is Yahweh. Yahweh, too, is less perfect and more whole … because in the course 
of this play, Yahweh evolves from this petty deity protecting his reputation and his little 
fiefdom into a great, dynamic, transcending Creativity, power of all Being, present at the 
dawn of creation and active in all aspects of the creation. 
 
And who was the catalyst for this movement and development in both Job and Yahweh? 
None other than our faithful trickster, Satan. 
 
At the beginning of the Book of Job, we are greeted with lifeless perfection and static 
form, similar to popular images of Heaven, with all the dirt and debris air-brushed away. 
Satan’s role is to blow some of that debris back into the picture and bring some grittiness 
into the play. 
 
Satan, as Trickster, immediately senses staleness in the air, and he seems to know that 
disorder is a necessary component of order, that creation must include chaos, and that 
wholeness, though messy and earthy, is much richer than heavenly perfection. 
 
The Trickster in us – its sense for staleness  
 
So, where do you find the Trickster dimension in your own life? 
 
When I think of the Trickster part of our being, I think of an instinctive, animal part of us 
that has a very good nose, a very good sense of smell … the part of us that can smell 
when a life is going stale, like a youngster who immediately knows when something is 
boring or pretentious or overblown. 
 
So when you start to feel restless, antsy, or needing some air; this may well be the 
Trickster tugging at your sleeve. The Trickster knows the smell of something going stale; 
he feels the energy departing; and he gets jumpy; he wants and needs to move. 
 
The Trickster in us – its sense of where new energy is stored 
 
But not only does the Trickster have a nose for the smell of staleness, he also has a nose 
for where new energy is stored or hidden.  
 



And it’s probably not where you have been looking; but, rather, it’s in the places you 
have forgotten, discarded, ignored, overlooked, turned your back on, become too busy 
for, become too big for. 
 
What the Trickster part of you wants is liveliness and vitality, soul and sauciness, action 
and inter-action. And the Trickster will do what he has to do to get at the sources of that 
energy: tricks, pranks, even destructive things if necessary … 
 
… because the Trickster part of you cares nothing for your status or for the status quo. 
The Trickster part of you is not impressed by your rank, your position, the degrees you 
have earned, your social standing, your reputation, your past achievements and 
accomplishments, your honors, your trophies, your manners, or your morals. The 
Trickster part of you could care less about these things.   
 
The Trickster in you is reckless 
   
And this is something important to know about the Trickster: the Trickster is reckless … 
cares nothing for safety, either yours or his.  
 
And he’s not much interested in building a life or a culture either; the Trickster is 
indifferent to culture. 
 
If the cultural form of your life has energy and liveliness, then well and good; but in the 
moment that the form becomes empty, routine, or perfunctory; the Trickster in you 
becomes restless and starts itching, twitching, scratching, and moving about. 
 
And if you try to ignore or shut down this inward churning, then the Trickster will come 
at you with his tricks from a variety of angles. And he is willing to take enormous and 
foolish risks with your life to get some energy going. The Trickster will overthrow your 
life and all you have built-up in a flash. He would rather play the fool than live a life 
without juice. 
 
The Trickster as advisor 
 
So you need to protect your life and guard it, because the Trickster part of you won’t; 
that’s not its task. In other words, you don’t want to be the Fool; but, rather, you need to 
have the Fool, the Trickster, by your side as an advisor; and you need the Trickster’s 
knowledge of where the energy is stored. 
 
Often, we pay no attention to our Trickster advisor; but nose-to-the-grindstone just keep 
plowing forward, greedily hanging on to our ego plans, refusing to open up and follow 
what the energy of life is calling us to do … speeding ahead, disregarding warning 
signals, going through yellow lights, then red lights, then road blocks, until … well … 
until, finally, the methods of our Trickster teacher must necessarily get more severe, 
ending in disaster.  
 



The Trickster as related to our current circumstances 
 
And, this can apply not only at the individual level but also at the societal and national 
levels.  
 
You could, for example, look at our current pandemic/plague as a trick of God the 
Trickster, upending the life we have created and are so proud of.  
 
Our environmental scientists are warning us that unless we drastically change our ways 
this current plague is but a dress rehearsal for coming disasters.  
 
And will we, then, as a planetary society, heed the warning; or, will we have to live out 
the environmental disaster? 
 
A more immediate Trickster tale 
 
I want to conclude this sermon by looking, not at the long-range future, but at our 
immediate social and political national scene.  
 
We are now ten days away from the presidential election, and I want to briefly examine 
our current national scene through the lens of the Trickster archetype, characterizing our 
current situation as a Trickster tale with Donald Trump, of course, in the role of Trickster. 
 
Donald Trump in the role of Trickster 
  
Four years ago, on the first Sunday after the November 8th election of Donald Trump, I 
said to the congregation that I served here in Port Townsend, “The Court Jester has now, 
unbelievably, become the King of the Court. What happens when that happens?” 
 
That was my question four years ago. And, to me, quite clearly since then, we have seen 
that Donald Trump embodies a great deal of the Trickster’s characteristics and energy. 
Let me tick off a number of these Trickster characteristics for you:  
 
 * amoral, transactional, and opportunistic, with “truth” as a commodity up for bid; 
 * no stable point of view; can reverse positions on a dime;  
 * completely self-absorbed and ego-centered; feels no pain but his own; 
 * insecure, defensive to the point of paranoia; cannot be blamed, cannot be shamed;  
 * no interior depth, unreflective; lives only on the surface, in the glitter; 
 * clever, but ignorant and uneducated, willfully and proudly so; 
 * rude, crude, ill-mannered, and boorish; 
 * undisciplined, impulsive, reckless, experimental, easily bored; 
 * a braggard, a self-promoter, a flatterer, a charmer, a con-man, an escape-artist. 
 
These are characteristics of a Trickster. And the idea that we, as a nation, would elect a 
Trickster-figure to the highest office of the land was previously unimaginable. 
 



But such were the times and the situation, that, as a nation, four years ago, we rolled the 
dice, took a risk, became involved in a promiscuous and unprotected relationship … with 
many believing and hoping that “Trump the Trickster” could shed the Trickster role when 
needed and step into the presidential role.  
 
But, to say the least, this trickster has little capacity for the traditional presidential role – 
and, apparently, little interest in fulfilling it  … so that whenever he tries to take on the 
traditional role of president – as uniter, or comforter, or responsible leader – he is 
completely wooden, awkward, and out of his element … and quickly reverts from the 
teleprompter to his twitter account … hurries to his rallies, which are essentially Trickster 
festivals, rollicking good times.  
 
Thus, Donald Trump, as I see and understand him, is almost completely stuck in the 
Trickster role. And this trickster, as a law unto himself, has broken societal and 
presidential norms we didn’t even know we had. This trickster has gotten away with 
things for which there are no written laws because the possibility of needing such written 
laws was not imagined.  
 
What has Donald Trump as Trickster uncovered? 
 
In the lengthy opinion piece I read from Depak Chopra, the point was made that the 
appeal of Donald Trump was as one who encouraged and catalyzed the release of 
repressed shadow elements … which is certainly true, as far as it goes. 
 
But his appeal has also been as one willing to represent some who have felt 
unrepresented in our society. Trickster con-artist and opportunist that he is, Trump has 
been willing to identify and be a spokesperson for a large portion of the population that 
has increasingly felt disenfranchised, alienated, and disrespected. As an email I received 
from a friend four years ago following his election put it:  

 
 “What we saw [in this election] was a desperate half of our population staging a 
revolution. Trump voiced what they felt. He was, in fact, the only one who did. It 
doesn’t matter to desperate people that he really isn’t one of them, or that he is a 
sexist, racist, xenophobe, or hater of … [whatever]. He acknowledged them, and they 
feel that he is speaking up for them.… And, in fact, they had to swallow all of the 
above issues to accept him.” 

 
And yet one more angle on what Trump as Trickster catalyzes and brings to the table, 
namely, through his unfiltered capacity to blurt out whatever happens to come to his 
mind, he makes visible what was previously hidden, opens up issues that have been 
underground … with the possibility that they might now be dealt with. 
 
Dr. Jody Bower wrote the following – and, again, this was four years ago, immediately 
after the election: 
  

 “Over the last few years, a whole lot of ugly stuff has seemed to be coming to 



the fore in our society: racism, sexism, rape culture, homophobia, religious bias . . . 
you name it. But all of this has always existed. It’s just much more out in the open 
now, and Trump has been a major instigator of that openness. Whatever you think of 
him, Trump says what he thinks with no censorship. To him as a Trickster, it’s 
funny, and he has delighted in being as shocking as possible,…  
 “As horrifying as that might seem, this is actually a good thing. The more the 
stuff in the shadow gets brought into the light—that nasty stuff that usually has gone 
under the radar—the better the chances of healing it there are. 
 “So it makes some sense that the Trickster who usually hides in the shadows is 
now claiming center stage. Because these problems are stubbornly recalcitrant, and 
we can’t heal them until we see truly what we are dealing with, just how deeply 
rooted they are.” 

 
Conclusion: what is before us? 
 
To conclude: We live in Trickster times. For five years, one leading up the election and 
four thereafter, all eyes have been on the Trickster … fascinated by what antics and tricks 
were coming next.  
 
Are we now exhausted? We shall see. 
 
Will the center hold? Do we still have a center? We shall see. 
 
Are we in for more volatile and, perhaps, more violent times? We shall see. 
 
The question I would ask is this: Can we integrate the shadow material that the Trickster 
has unearthed into new, creative cultural forms.  
 
There’s an opportunity here, as Dr. Jody Bower suggests, but it’s also a very dangerous 
time and we are not likely to come out entirely unscathed.  
 
Owning your own shadow 
 
Jungian author Robert A. Johnson in his book, Owning Your Own Shadow, suggests 
some individual work that each of us can do … similar to what had been suggested by 
Depak Chopra, in the reading I gave earlier, in terms of recognizing that the shadow 
belongs to all of us … and that it’s not constructive to try to fight the shadow with the 
shadow, that is, to act unethically. 
 
Says Robert Johnson, the most ethical thing you can do is to try to embrace your own 
shadow, to try to integrate your shadow before it builds up an energy where you become 
unethical in a compulsive way.  
 
“To own one’s own shadow,” says Robert Johnson, “is to reach a holy place – an inner 
center – not attainable in any other way.” (p. 17) 
 



The analogy of the teeter-totter 
 
And the holy place for Robert Johnson is the place of wholeness – not perfection, not 
purity, but wholeness … which is at the fulcrum point of a teeter-totter, to use one of his 
analogies. 
 
In the development and evolution of consciousness, we send light to one side of the 
teeter-totter and darkness to the other side; heaven on one side, hell on the other. 
 
But, in truth, says Johnson, heaven is boring and hell is horrific, and both are unlivable. 
 
What you have to do is bring them together, integrate them.  
 
How?   
 
You go to heaven for form and you go to hell for energy … and you marry the two … 
which is what William Blake had in mind in his book, The Marriage of Heaven and Hell.  
 
Closing Words 
 
 There is, finally, only one thing required of us: that is, to take life whole, the sunlight 
and shadows together; to live the life that is given us with courage and humor and truth.  
 We have such a little moment out of the vastness of time for all our wondering and 
loving. Therefore, let there be no half-heartedness; rather, let the soul be ardent in its 
pain, in its yearning, and in its praise.  
 Then shall peace enfold our days, and glory shall not fade from our lives.    
               (Rev. Kendyl R. Gibbons) 
 
Extinguishing of Chalice 

 
We extinguish this flame, 
But not the Light of Truth, 
The Warmth of Community, 
The Fire of Commitment, 
Or the Power of Transformation. 
These we carry in our hearts 
Until we are together again. 
 

(NOTE: This is a manuscript version of the live-Zoom sermon given by the Rev. Bruce 
A. Bode at the Olympic Unitarian Universalist Fellowship of Sequim/Port Angeles, WA 
on October 25, 2020. Rev. Bode retired as senior minister of the Quimper Unitarian 
Universalist Fellowship in Port Townsend, WA in June 2018, and is now minister 
emeritus.) 
 

 


